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NEW STUDENT LEADERS: Silliman University Student
Government (left) President-elect Daryl Robinson (SURE
Party) and Vice President-elect Vnzichro Sarno (CAUSE Party)
speak during the miting di avance last Feb. 26 at Amphitheatre.
PHOTOS by Gift Libby and Dave Ludoc

Int’l student wins SUSG presidency
FOR THE SECOND time in
history, an international student,
Daryl Robinson, Students’ Union for
Reforms (SURE) Party standardbearer, won the presidential bid
in the 2018 Silliman University
Student Government (SUSG)
elections last Feb. 28.
With a margin of 243 votes,
Robinson garnered 1559 votes,
defeating Concerted Action for the
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Upliftment of Student Endeavors
(CAUSE) Party’s standard-bearer
Fionna Chuang, who got 1316
votes.
Robinson won in Junior and
Senior High Schools, Institute of
Clinical and Laboratory Sciences,
Institute of Rehabilitative Sciences
(IRS), College of Performing and
Visual Arts, College of Business
Administration
(CBA), home

Jameela I. Mendoza
News Writer
college Arts and Sciences (CAS)
and tied with Chuang in College of
Computer Studies.
On the other hand, Vnzichro
Sarno of CAUSE Party won the
vice-presidency with 1687 votes
against Achilles Israel of SURE
Party who got 1144 votes.
Sarno won in all colleges and

high schools except CAS and IRS.
Robinson is the current CAS
governor. Turning 43 years old
this year, the former US Navy
highlighted his plans to focus on
gathering more feedback from
the student body, establish more
collaborations among colleges and
university offices, and improve
information
dissemination
to
students at the miting de avance

last Feb. 26.
This is the second time Sarno
won in an SUSG post in four
attempts.
He ran as CBA representative
but failed twice. “It was painful, but
my dedication to serve others has
never wavered,” Sarno said.
Last year, he won as
college representative.
“If this doesn’t tell you of

SILLIMAN UNIVERSITY (SU)
may implement mandatory drug
testing for college students starting
next school year, said SU General
Counsel Atty. Myles Nicholas Bejar
in a consultation meeting with SU
student organizations last Feb. 26.
This is in compliance with
Commission on Higher Education
(CHED) Memorandum No. 64,
Series of 2017, now allowing
Higher Education Institutions
(HEIs) to require drug testing

Chrisse Martha B. Gillesania
News Writer
among students.
Mandatory drug testing means
the university may impose drug
testing as a condition for admission
or retention of all students.
“The purpose of [mandatory
drug testing] is to ensure that the
university discourages the use of
prohibited drugs. It’s to tell those
who are engaged in it, ‘if you are

into this, do it elsewhere,’” Bejar
explained.
If SU will push through with
mandatory drug testing, incoming
students will have to submit
their drug test results from any
Department of Health-accredited
hospital as a requirement for
enrolment.
For ongoing students, the drug
testing fee will be part of their
miscellaneous fees and the test
will be conducted randomly at SU
Medical Center throughout the
school year.

For the mandatory drug testing,
an initial test will be conducted. Those
who will have positive results in the
said test will take a confirmatory
test. If the student remains positive
in this test, there will be a conference
with his/her parents to find out how
he/she can be helped.
The said assistance may include
rehabilitation of student.
Meanwhile, Bejar
stressed
that the drug test results will
remain confidential and will be
consistent with the CHED
Memorandum
and
the

SU to implement mandatory drug test?

MassCom launches Baseleres
campus journ excellence award
SILLIMAN
UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE
OF
MASS
COMMUNICATION
(SUCMC) launched the Dionisio T.
Baseleres Award for Excellence in
Campus Journalism last February
22, during its celebration of 52nd
MassCom Week.
The award is given by the
Baseleres family in honor of the late
Dionisio T. Baseleres, Editor-inChief of the Weekly Sillimanian (tWS)
when Martial Law was declared in
the Philippines on September 21,
1972.
The tWS then was critical of the
Marcos dictatorship and Baseleres
was imprisoned for writing fearless
editorials attacking the regime.
According to the guidelines in
a Memorandum of Understanding
between Silliman and the Baseleres
family, the award will be given to a
graduating mass communication
student who has been an active

Edna Lhou P. Masic ampo
News Writer

staff member of tWS since his/her
sophomore year.
The recipient of the award
should have published the most
number of well-written news, indepth or investigative reports,
opinion/commentaries or editorials
within those three school years being
in tWS.
Bigger weight will be given to
applicants who have stories published
in the community or national
newspapers.
According to Dr. Rosario M.
Baseleres, widow of Dionisio and
former dean of the SU-CMC, the
award aims to inspire Silliman
journalism students to be fearless in
reporting the truth and to stand by
the principles that they have been
taught.
“When he was the editor of a
community newspaper before, my

husband was fearless in reporting
the truth and wrote exposes of
anomalies in government. He was
not the type who backs out from a
fight if he knows that he was right,”
the former CMC dean added.
Baseleres added that it is also the
family’s way of transforming their
grief into gratitude. Dionisio passed
away last September.
“Grief in losing a beloved and
direly missed father and husband.
Gratitude to God for his well-lived
life spent in dedicated and honest
service to the several institutions that
he helped to organize or headed,” Dr.
Baseleres said.
The first student awardee will
receive a cash award of P 5,000.00
and a gold medal during graduation
exercises.
Diorson, youngest son and SU
law student, delivered the message
and read the guidelines during the
launching of the award. tws
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CAMPUS JOURNALISM EXCELLENCE AWARD: Diorson Baseleres, youngest
son of Dr. Rosario M. Baseleres and the late Dionisio T. Baseleres, together
with College of Mass Communication OIC-Dean Melita C. Aguilar (left) and
Vice President for Development Jane Annette L. Belarmino at the launching of
the Dionisio T. Baseleres Award for Excellence in Campus Journalism last Feb.
22.PHOTO BY Hannah Bengco
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Long live, tWS

s editors and writers for a weekly campus press, we are prompted with two
options: to sleep or to write and edit.

We choose (and practice) the latter and we have published weekly without fail.
And now this is our 25th and last issue. We never chose the first option because if
we did, it would not be a sound sleep, anyway. Our conscience, our adviser, our coeditors and the students would haunt us in our nightmares.
the Weekly Sillimanian’s (tWS) coverage of the recent Student Government
Elections speaks greatly of the staff ’s dedication and how magnanimous is the role
of campus journalism in the University.
The staff, in their maximum effort, updated via online the latest election
results. Writers, editors and the creative team collaborated to upload simple yet
comprehensive infographics--college per college, precinct per precinct—for the
students’ benefit.
We stayed at Oriental Hall until the last ballot was cast and over-all votes
were tallied at one a.m. But work never ended there. Due to great public demand
(and pressure), the staff continued to work from home
to upload all-inclusive SG Election results at six a.m.
At 8 a.m. assigned writers interviewed the presidentand vice president-elects, only a few hours left before
deadline of the editors and the press. Amid pressure and
time crunch, we still produced this 6-page issue—in the name of our service to the
students.

editorial

But that scenario is not new to us, tWS staff. Actually, we have been doing it
every week in the last eight months.
We share this story not to show off or complain about our responsibility but to
let the readers know how tWS and Sillimanians mean to us, and to me as Editorin-Chief.

LET NO ONE SEPARATE

This has been a very exciting and fulfilling year, especially for tWS. We started
publishing when emotions were heightened in the university due to the faculty
union strike. We did not have any campus paper adviser then. We were lost like a
map-less traveler. We were clueless like a newborn child.
We were once labeled as puppet of the administration or a “tactless” paper
publishing “erroneous” articles. We covered the strike when it was looming and until
it was resolved four weeks later. We were criticized for poor printing quality but still
produced a magazine for Founders Week issue. We were even accused of labeling
the current SUSG administration as “so-so” even though that was an opinion of one
person and not of the paper.
For a year, editors and writers’ lives revolved around tWS—juggling academics
and personal lives--not because of honorarium or the euphoria when we see our
name on the staff box, but because we love what we do and we ought to serve the
student body for a greater Silliman community.
Editors constantly fight; writers try to get away from their editors for a delayed
article, and that sinister metaphysical being haunt us every time—the deadline.
Yet, we braved through those storms and we have become stronger to reinforce
our role in the University and the community.
If there was no tWS, who would explain that we have been incorrectly charged
with aircon fee in the last five semesters? If there was no campus paper, who would
ask relevant questions about tuition hike and other fees? If there was no tWS, who
would give you the chance to air your opinion about cancellation of Cheerdance
competition on Founders Week? If there was no tWS, who would publish student
concerns like council fees and college dilemmas? If there was no tWS, who would
bridge the students with the Administration and the Student Government?

PEN AND PAPER
Syciliane Li Zosa
As I was scrolling my newsfeed, I was appalled to read
the words ‘House panel approves divorce bill.’ As one of
the two remaining countries
in the world that has no divorce law, it is horrifying that
Philippines is now considering
it. I was even more surprised
of a SWS survey back in 2015
which said that 60% of the
Filipinos agree to the legalization of divorce.

Growing up, I believe that a
man and a woman decide to get
married because they wish to spend
the rest of their lives together. The
belief that marriage is a chance
And if there was no pro-student party, who would keep you in the loop about given to a couple to bring forth
SUSG Elections? SUREly no one, beCAUSE even the SUSG administration is love in this world is an ideal that I
partisan.
still uphold up to this day. As one
We may not see instant change in the university, but we believe each story is
an investment towards progress. The results of our persistent publishing may not be
immediate, but its effect might prove to be long-term.
Now as we publish our last issue this school year (before our magazine), we do
not wish to say goodbye, because journalism is immortal. It should never die. Rather,
we want to say thank you for the trust and responsibility. We did not just become
wiser and better, but stronger and fiercer as well.

famous Filipino quote says, “Ang
pag-aasawa ay hindi parang kanin
na mainit na kapag isinubo mo at
napaso ka ay iluluwa mo.”
For
me,
the
greatest
misconception about marriage is
that it is not work. Being married
is different from understanding and
living the married life. Marriage
is more than just a word, it is
considered holy according to the
Christian teaching because it is
the union of a man and woman.
It is the act of binding yourself to
another individual in front of an
officiator and the people who are
important to both of you through
your vows. The exchanged promises
symbolize your devotion to that
person and that person alone.
If the idea of divorce will
become a reality, I’m afraid this

FROM BAD TO WORSE
CHUNCHUNMARU AND THE GOATS
Hervey Angelo Avenido

Another school year has passed, now tWS 2017-2018 staff bids farewell. All
will be gone but never the purpose paper.
Towards a progressive campus press—long live, tWS.

sillimaniansspeak
Compiled by Miles Therese Granada, Circulation Manager

“What student concern should be prioritized by the
Silliman University Student Government?”
SUSG should pressure the admin to be more transparent with their budget increase and to show
a complete computation of it, as well as their expenses for next year.
John Uriel Merecido, AB Philosophy- II
For me, mental health of the students should be addressed and prioritized by the SUSG.
Mary Grace P. Magtajas, Grade 12, Humanities and Social Sciences
When a student is having trouble getting his grades, or completing INC, or getting records, the
SUSG should help, since there are faculty and staff na lisod na ma reach and it would be great, in
my opinion, that the SUSG should also help, like sending a representative to help the students.
Jan Michael Jay Cuevas, BBA Management II
For me, the Silliman University Student Government should somehow prioritize the development of a study center inside the campus that is well ventilated (or air-conditioned), comfortable, and of course, student friendly. Yeah, there’s the library and the OH, but I just think that
there should be a place for students inside the campus if they need to spend more time for research or projects with groups or late-night academic discussions, instead of going out to cafes
and spend their allowances.
Marilyn Grace A. Besinga, BS Psychology - I
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will result to a change of view in
marriage. I fear the day when the
Filipinos will take marriage lightly,
thinking there is a faster way of
ending a relationship. Just because
you are given a new chance in love
doesn’t mean it will guarantee you
long-lasting relationship. I still
believe that marriage, like any
relationship, is something you work
hard for and not something you
give up. The only consideration
where one can file for divorce, as
mentioned in the Bible, is when
your spouse committed sexual
immorality. Other reason than that
is an act of adultery, the 7th in the
10 commandments.
As to what is stated in Mark
10:9, “Therefore what God has
joined together, let no one separate.”
Unless of course, it is by death.” tws

Cartoonist

For many years now, food
has been made the simple
go-to option of most people
who feel a little down, who
feel a little stressed, and
people who just feel like
eating one delicious food
because they can’t resist
that aromatic smell of
freshly made dish in front
of them. In fact, we always
say “Food is life,” or “food is
love.” Well, at least until
something/someone abuses
pricing and customer service
in the food and beverage
industry.
We all know the infamous
Silliman cafeteria frequented by
many students. The establishment,
despite riddled with issues like the
rubber beef, cold food and worse,
is still running and is frequented
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by many students until today. The
cafeteria, despite its subpar service,
manages to somehow monopolize
and control the catering services
needed by students during events and
functions. Why is that? Is it because
of their subsidized pricing? Or is it
because of nostalgia? The answer
might be surprising: it is neither. The
cafeteria’s ruthless bullying of other
competition in the F&B industry,
like the removal of pancit cantons in
kiosks and the removal of the lumpia
man outside the Engineering gate,
much to many of our fellow students’
chagrin, is obvious to many. So why
hasn’t it stopped?
SU cafeteria is still serving food
to most student functions. Now we
see a growing number of issues and
complaints being raised by students
because their poor food products
and services costs more than the
standard catering service offered here
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in the city. For example, the recent
issue regarding that five-thousandpeso worth of SU cafeteria pizzas
which isn’t even worth the charged
amount or the recent Fine Dining
event of CBA students who were
charged so much for a very poor “fine
dining” experience catered by the SU
cafeteria.
Don’t get me wrong. The cafeteria
has managed to produce a few
masterpieces like their cheesebread
and their meatballs but we also get
unfair portioning of the food like
chicken, adobo, and the infamous
“rubber beef.” You don’t want to pay
an expensive 35-peso chicken wing
that’s thinner than slenderman on a
vegan diet and we haven’t even talked
about how small their expensive
deserts are! But hey, it’s nearby and
very accessible right after a stressful
class session, so spend all your money
here! All. Of. It! tws

The Weekly Sillimanian is published every week by the students of
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From comedy to drama to fantasy to horror, these are some themes you should not miss in the 3rd installment of Silliman Film Open. Before the most
awaited film screening happens this March 7 at Luce Auditorium, here’s a synopsis of the 10 short film entries.

“Bitoy Bayoyoy”

Director:
Ma. Christina June Grapa
Producer:
Momo Inoma

Wanting to be popular, Bitoy
Bayoyoy tries to hang out with
popular peers and “cool kids” at
school. But being “weird” does
not help and so he tries to change
himself.
This movie delivers a
significant message to people in
this day and age, where everyone
tries to be who they are not. It
should not be that way. Every
person possesses unique character
and diversity makes the world
colorful.

“Ang Paglupad
Ni Maya”

Director:
Gresheen Gift M. Libby
Producer:
Jameela Mendoza

Almost every child dreams
of becoming a superhero. Maya, a
girl who aspires to be one, realizes
that being the real superhero
is when she decides to save her
mom. Anybody can be somebody’s
superhero even with our simple
acts of courage.
This film offers a fresh and
unique storyline that will surely
touch our hearts and remind us
that the greatest power will always
be love.

“Loving KC”

Director:
Gloria Gem T. Lumayag

Producer:
Kyle Matthew Ismael B. Reyes

18-year-old Dani befriends
an Artificial Intelligence from a
chat bot. Artificial Intelligence
is intelligence demonstrated by
machines, in contrast to the natural
intelligence displayed by humans
and other animals.
The human and robot
relationship in this movie will
teach its viewers how acceptance,
love and kindness are innate in us
humans. We feel for others, may
those be platonic or romantic.

“Kaon Ka ‘Nay?”

Director:
Denise Alfaro

Producer:
Frances Karmel Bravo

A story is based on real life.
Jeff and Obet must make a choice
whether they should give the old
lady beggar money or not, even if
she’s known for scamming.
This test of faith can happen
to us at any moment in our lives.
Weighing your choices is as
difficult as choosing a decision.

“Keeping Up With
Relationship Goals”

Director:
Joevic Baclayanto

Producer:
Margarita delos Santos

Nowadays,
social
media
play a big role in most millennial
relationships. That is why when
Gab and Alex realize that their
relationship was in a rut, they
decide to reconnect, “unplugging”
themselves from social media.
This romantic comedy film
will give us kilig vibes. Surely, many
can relate to this movie.

“Adobo”

Director:
Val Amiel Vestil
Producer:
Robert Banse

Tere, a single mother, wanted
to prepare his son’s favorite dish,
adobo on his birthday. Her pursuit
to win back his son’s heart led to
an unexpected event that affected
their relationship.
This short film shows how
magnanimous mother’s love is.
“Adobo” became an entry to
various local film festivals like the
Sine Negrense: Negros Island Film
Festival 2017.

“Agni”

Director:
Neap Polle Floy Blanco

Producer:
Shareen Anjali B. Warad

Luningning’s boyfriend was
murdered. All she has for some
sort of closure is his journal. With
this journal, Luningning takes on
a journey to solve the mystery that
revolves around her boyfriend’s
death and the content of the journal.
“Agni” is filled with mystery
that will keep your mind swirling as
you continue on with the story. You
just have to finish it to have your
questions answered.

“Ambrosia”

“The Darkness
That Follows”

Director:
Angelica Gomez
Producer:
Mikee Ompod

The past can haunt you. Lana,
a theater actress, gets creeped out
when she feels being followed by a
dark, mysterious figure.
This movie will surely bring us
to our thoughts on how the dark
past, pushed aside and kept inside,
can affect us psychologically.

“Barkada”

Director:
Aliyah Marie Millares

Director/Producer:
Rhobie Ruaya

Lety,
an
enthusiastic
flower vendor, has taken the
responsibility of making a living
from her lethargic sister, Flor. In
spite of being abandoned by their
mother and having an unknown
father, Lety continues to aim for
her dreams in returning to school.
This film talks about a
woman who, despite being
burdened with all the reasons to
give up, continues to grow and
live stronger.

A group of friends goes out
on a party. When three of them
disappear, Philip now needs to
find them.
Barkada is a story about
friendship and its challenges.
Philip thinks he has the best
friends in college. Marie, a
transfer student, helps Philip
realize that he has been living a
lie by believing that his friends are
good and honest people.
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12 QUESTIONS FOR THE NEXT
SUSG PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT
Angelic a Mae D. Gomez & Margarita M. Delos Santos
Feature Writer s

1.How do you feel right now?
Right now, it’s a surreal moment. I’m living in the
moment now but eventually in the next few days, it‘s gonna come
back down to reality and I’m just ready to work actually.

9. How will you serve as a mediator between students

2.What is your main goal as SUSG president?

and the university administration when it comes to
future issues?

The main goal is honestly to unify the university and to actually
build the trust back, to gain the trust back of the student body
because I know that trust is lost in student leaders and if we can
build that trust back from the student leaders, then I think the
environment of Silliman will actually change and that change is
actually what people really want
3.Is

First thing is building a good rapport. Luckily, we have a
new administration coming in so, you have to start off the right
way and I’m hearing that the new president is a psych major as
well, so maybe I can just, as we can start having conversations
not necessarily on a psych level but all in all, just build a good
rapport and that’s the first thing I want to do and then for the
administration also to know that we’re on an equal playing
field that there is no one above each other.

there anything that you’re excited about to start

working on?

First thing that I’ll get started is bring in both parties
together as one with SUSG. Because if you don’t do that first,
then nothing’s gonna get down throughout the year. That’s the
first priority.

10.What

5. What is your leadership style?
My leadership style is actually find delegation because I’m
just one person and I know I can’t do everything myself so I have
to get everyone involved and with that being said, also me being
one person. I know I can’t do it myself, so that’s me trusting each
and every one and also I don’t consider (them) a people that work
for me, they don’t work for me, we work together.
6. How will your leadership
SUSG to further your goals?

style help organize the

DARYL ROBINSON
President-Elect
I think my style will give them opportunities to do things,
and that means trusting in them because if you trust in the people
that work with you, they will be more motivated to actually want
to do the job.
7.What was the hardest part of the campaign process?
The hardest thing in campaigning actually was trying to
really show passion towards the campaign because we put some
long nights and long days in and we know that, again I hate to use
the word apathy, but we knew that’s what it would be because a
lot of people would just talk about promises, talk about changes,
but nothing happens. But we had to really show sincerity. We
really want to actually improve the student environment here.
8.How

do you plan on involving and hearing out the

student body in your future plans?

Like one of my campaign plans was to bring the student
government to the colleges and departments, and that means
actually having meetings with the student councils. Basically,
101, I call it a two-way dialogue and that’s where you get true
feedback from the colleges and departments. That way, because

1. What did you feel when you found out you won as 2018
SUSG Vice President?

Not necessarily say trust me, but I think I will rather for
them to actually have faith in me to do the right thing, and
I say that because I would not have run for this position if I
did not think I could do the job. So, like what I was telling
people on my campaign trail, things won’t change overnight.
It’s impossible. But as long as we work together and take our
baby steps towards getting there, that’s the only thing you can
do because there is only one term, there’s only one school year.
So, majority of the things that are still going on are gonna take
a while to do.

was the most memorable moment during the

Nothing can ever compare to the anxiety I felt while
waiting for the results and because of this, I believe this is the
most memorable part of the whole election and campaign.
10. What was your reaction and how did you address the

Working together with people from the other party,
especially their president who is a Dad Mason. I am excited to
learn from their values and work ethics.

situation when some students were already arguing or
fighting just because of the elections?

I felt disheartened of all the conflicts that were going on
because even if we come from different parties, we all share the
same end goal which is to serve the Silliman community. What
I always told the representatives and supporters from our party
was not to mind all the issues happening in social media but
instead focus on ourselves, on how we can be better.

4. What do you look forward to in working with Daryl?

First would be making the SUSG more transparent by
keeping financial statements open for everyone to see. Second

12.Why should students trust you?

elections?

3. What are you most excited for the upcoming SUSG administration?

6. Can you share with us at least 3 specific programs that
you’re planning for next year?

I hate to say this but the worst one that everyone knows
that CAS didn’t have a Miss Silliman to let everyone know
that weren’t gonna have a Miss Silliman due to finances within
the college itself. We didn’t have enough money to support
a candidate, so to face the student body and let them know
that we didn’t have one. I think that was one of the toughest
decisions I had to make.

9. What

The students in Silliman should look forward to an
SUSG that is more transparent and consistent and one that will
really cater to the students’ needs.

The biggest problem I would want to fix would be student apathy. I aim to do this by creating activities that really come
from the input of students so that they will be more interested
in joining rather than just be forced to go for the sake of having
their attendance checked.

11.What is the most difficult decision you’ve ever had
to make during your last leadership position?

A lot. The campaign taught me to really work hard and
persevere despite the hardships and has helped me to be more
confident when speaking. Hearing concerns and suggestions
from a number of students also made me understand what their
real problems are and how to deal with it properly.

2. What should the students look forward to in your administration?

5. What is the one problem in the campus that you would
want to fix and how will you go about doing it?

The biggest one is people who didn’t vote for me for some
reasons outside of the norms. I’m sure there are some prejudices
about me winning. I’m sure that there are some people that
doubt my capability of actually being in SG. Overall, this is
not my first time in student government. It may not have been
SUSG, but it’s not my first time in student government. So, I
know what’s going on within government as long as we work
together, that’s the key thing. We’re all in.

8. What did you learn during the campaign and election?

It was a bittersweet feeling actually. I wanted to be happy and enjoy my victory, but seeing many people from the party
get emotional also made me sad.

Being a DeMolay and him being a Mason, I think we
would go along good because we more or less share the same
values coming from the same Fraternity or family. I really look
forward to learning a lot from him, not only in giving service to
the students, but also real life lessons as well.

problems can you foresee in the coming year

that you wish to overcome?

4.Could you name three specific programs that you want
to implement when you take the role as the new SUSG
president for the school year 2018-2019?
Genesis (is an annual week-long activity every June mainly
for students to get know each othe) for the junior high school
level as well as the transitions from senior high school to the
university level. Definitely gonna get that back in line. As what’s
mentioned before, USpeak (or “University Speak” is a caravan
by the SUSG Students’ Rights and Welfare committee aimed to
inform students of their rights, privileges, and benefits. Students
can also raise their concerns in the caravan) because that was a
great initiative and as far as the third one, still fighting fees. I
think that’s the biggest thing students want to get engaged in.
Not necessarily fight it but give it a better understanding as far as
getting on the same page with the administration but with true
feedback from the student body, that’s the key.

if you have standard meetings, you’re not going to get that
out of everyone because everyone’s got their own agenda.
But if you actually show that you want to engage, you
actually have to go to the colleges instead of them going to
you.

VNZICHRO SARNO
Vice-President-Elect
would be giving attention and recognition to E-sports in the
university. Last would be creating an honesty store that would
not only help the SUSG hopefully generate funds but also
strengthen their character.
7. What was the biggest challenge you had to face during
the campaign?
Having to campaign three days alone because our president was also duty-bound to lead their class as the current president also when they had their field trip in Manila.

11. What message would you like to give to the students
you will serve?

As much as the SUSG wants to create activities and
programs that benefit the whole Silliman student body, we can’t
do it alone. Students also have to do their part by being more
responsive and by voicing out their concerns or suggestions to
the SUSG.
12. Complete the sentence: I am Vnzichro Sarno,
SUSG VP-elect, and I am _____.

the

I am Vnzichro Sarno, your SUSG VP for next school
year and I am more than ready to fight for what you deserve and
bring the banner of service beyond personal interests into the
SUSG.
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2018 SUSG ELECTION OFFICIAL RESULTS

Total SUSG Representatives from:
CAUSE Party: 23
SURE PARTY: 23
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DISCONTINUED WINTER OLYMPIC SPORTS:The Winter Olympics is the world’s biggest and most awaited winter event in the world. Although this event
has a plethora of challenging and exciting sports events, some sports that were once part of the Winter Olympics were removed for some considerable reasons. Here is
a list of discontinued Winter Olympic sports events.
MILITARY PATROL

This sport was played in
teams of four and involves
cross country skiing and
rifle shooting. It was only
declared as an official
Olympic sport once in
1924.

MEN’S SPECIAL FIGURES

This was an event
under the figure skating
category and was only
in the Olympics once in
1908.

ICE STOCK SPORT

This sport is a variation
of
the
Canadian
sport “curling.” It was
demonstrated in the
Winter Olympics in
1936 and 1964.

DOG SLED RACING

This
sport
was
demonstrated in 1932
and 1953. Although
no exact reason was
shown for its removal.

Compiled by Kyle B. Reyes ,Feature Wrtier via http://www.topendsports.com/events/discontinued/winter-sports.htm; www.google.com.ph/amp/s/syndication.bleacherreport.com/amp/1938501-ranking-the-10-craziest-discontinued-winter-olympic-sports.amp.html
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from page 1

my devotion... to serve others, then
I don’t know what will,” he said.
According to the SUSG
Commission
on
Elections
(COMELEC), the voters turnout
this year was 36 percent.
Out of 7987 registered voters,
COMELEC only counted a total
of 2875 votes.

SU to...
This year’s turn out is six percent
lower from last year’s 42 percent.
COMELEC
Chairperson
Katrina Bahinting said, “We’ve
tried to lobby for a different voting
process. We opted shading instead of
writing the names of the candidates
so we’ve proposed a design for the
ballots for shading…but then wala
sya nalobby sa SUSG Assembly.”
She said that she talked
with “non-partisan” students and

the hassle of the voting process
discouraged them from voting.
However, she remains positive
that soon, SUSG will be open to
“certain innovations to encourage
more voters turnout.”
“Because what’s the point of
having a student government if ang
ning-vote ninyo, wala man gani
nakaabot ug 50 percent, and you
will see the expenses per party,”
Bahinting added.tws

from page 1

current
policies
of
the
Dangerous Drug Board.
“The purpose of this is not
to make students go to jail. This is
actually to help those who are into
drugs,” Bejar added.
However, depending on their
discussions, Bejar said SU may refuse

continued admission of students who
have positive drug test results.
As of press time, the SU
administration has not yet finalized
the university’s approaches to the
drug-testing policy and regulations
and when it will be implemented. tws

Scammaz!

Sillimanians teach
environmental literacy in LCP

SILLIMAN
UNIVERSITY
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
E N V I R O N M E N T
COMMITTEE (SUSG Enviro
Com) taught environmental literacy
to children of Little Children of the
Philippines (LCP) as part of the
“Spreading Environmental Literacy
Project” last Feb. 24 at Dumaguete
City.
Fearn Anne Acibo, senior
student from the College of Mass
Communication, and Rhyn Anthony
Esolana, junior Foreign Affairs
student, talked on the importance
of environmental protection and

Esther Mic ah B. Gillesania
News Writer

taught the children proper waste
segregation.
SUSG Enviro Com chairperson
Margarita Camilla Delos Santos said
their objective is to teach children
environmental conservation while
they are still young.
“The program is actually part
of our MaSEAkap at MaSEApag
na Batang Dagat project that aims
to conduct monthly community
immersion starting last semester
during the celebration of World

Oceans Day,” said Delos Santos.
She added that they chose LCP
because it was the only orphanage
near Dumaguete that responded to
their message instantly.
According to their website, LCP
is a non-denominational Christian
organization,
helping
children
through sponsorship, to become
contributing members of the society.
About 40 children aging from
six to eighteen participated. Last
semester, they had this same program
at North City Elementary School
with 250 sixth grade pupils who
participated.tws

Poor countries have lower trust in traditional media --McLuhan Fellow
POORER COUNTRIES SHOW
lower trust in traditional media
compared to “advanced Western
countries,” said 2017 Marshall
McLuhan fellow Manuel Mogato
last Feb. 22 at Silliman University
Audio-Visual Theater.
Mogato, correspondent for the
international news agency Reuters,
cited a Reuters study showing the
level of trust in traditional media
among 36 countries. Traditional
media refers to the conventional
means of mass communication such
as radio, television and newspaper.
“Actually, the survey says that in
most advanced Western countries,
people trust the traditional media
more than social media; but in
poorer countries like Indonesia and
perhaps the Philippines, there is a
high mistrust in traditional media,”
he said.
Mogato cited studies that show
the revenue of newspaper industry is
declining while the revenue of online

sources is rising.
He said online platforms,
especially social media, are vulnerable
to fake news which could distort
reality and deceive people.
“The biggest problem, I think
is the critical thinking. Yung more
developed countries, mas nag iisip
yung tao nila. Bago paniwalaan yung
tsismis or mga nagsprespread in
social media, iniisip nila tama kaya ito
baka hindi tama, [Before they believe
gossips, or anything viral in social
media, they first ask themselves if is
true.]” Mogato said.
He said that the Philippine
culture of “tsimis” has made Filipinos
easily believe and pass on twisted
stories.
“Kaya may mistrust because they
think the media is corrupt, controlled,
working for interest groups,” he said.
Mogato added, “Especially kung
yung information is something very
controversial. Masyadong mababa
ang critical thinking sa mga poor

SILLIMAN UNIVERSITY (SU)
General Counsel Atty. Myles
Nicholas Bejar briefed Sillimanbased Fraternity-Sorority Alliance
(Frat-Sor) about the possible
revisions in the Anti-Hazing Law
during a meeting last Feb. 15.
The Senate and House of
Representatives drafted separate bills
strengthening the existing Republic
Act No. 8049 or Anti-Hazing Law.
In Jan. 22, the House of
Representatives passed on third and
final reading House Bill No. 6573.
On the other hand, voting 19-0, the
Senate approved on third and final
reading last Feb. 12 Senate Bill No.
1662.
Both bills propose to ban all
forms of hazing and impose grave
penalties on educational institutions
and their officials for failure to
implement the same.

Upon the passage of the bills, the
House and Senate versions will be
reconciled to make it one bill. It will
then go to the president for veto or
approval, Bejar said.
Hazing is defined in RA 8049
as “an initiation rite or practice as
a prerequisite for admission into
membership in a fraternity, sorority
or organization by placing the
recruit, neophyte or applicant in
some embarrassing or humiliating
situations such as forcing him to
do menial, silly, foolish and other
similar tasks or activities or otherwise
subjecting him to physical or
psychological suffering or injury.”
Under the Senate Bill, a school
will be fined up to P1M if hazing
occurs during duly approved initiation
activities or if the school fails to have
representatives in such activities.
It states that school officials

S o m m er J. B u y ante
News Editor

countries compared sa developed
countries.”
In line with this, Mogato said
one of the biggest problems is when
[Presidential
Communications
Operations Office] portrays media as
journalists paid by the opponents of
the administration, labelling them as
“dilawan.”
He continued that some bloggers
like Mocha Uson try to discredit
traditional media by saying they put
the President and the Philippines in
a bad light.
“… But actually we are trained to
tell the truth and be the watchdogs of
our country. Yun ang totoo, kaya dapat
mataas yung trust level,” Mogato said.
According to Mogato, fake news
spread easily because stories in social
media can be posted easily even
without providing the full context.
One-sided stories that may have been

sensationalized or twisted could
easily spread.
On the other hand, stories by
traditional media take time before
they are released to the public. Before
reporting, journalists verify their
facts and complete the full details
of the story. Mogato said that by the
time it is released, the public already
believe the one-sided news spreading
in social media.
Media literacy and rebuilding trust
He then said that the solution
to address fake news is to teach
a “higher level” of media literacy
among students. He said that instead
of focusing on the history of media,
students should be taught how to
spot fake news and think critically.
Another solution, according to
Mogato, is for journalists to regain
the trust of the public by continually
sticking to the facts and report with
accuracy, fairness and without bias.
“… But I’m sure in the end, the
truth shall prevail. Kung anong totoo

talaga, yun talaga ang lalabas. So I’m
still optimistic that the traditional
media will still prevail and will
endure; it will last,” he said.
Marshall McLuhan
Embassy of Canada annually
names as Marshall McLuhan
awardee one Filipino journalist who
has published “an outstanding piece
of investigative report” or possesses
journalistic works that bring positive
changes in the society.
According to GMA News on
Sept. 28 2017, Mogato was given
the award for having published
“some of the most explosive events
under President Rodrigo Duterte’s
administration for international
news agency Reuters.”
Mogato held a series of lectures
entitled, “Journalism under attack:
The phenomenon of fake news and
challenges of accountability in the
new media.” tws

activities you need to seek approval
or you have to apply. The process now
requires seven days before, you file an
application.
“The process includes posting
notices that you will have this
initiation activity on a particular
time, date and place. And in your
initiation activity there have to be two
representatives from the university to
monitor because if the university does
not do that, they will be fined P1M.”
Bejar said.
Members of a fraternity, sorority
or organization who participated in
a hazing will be jailed up to 20 years
and fined P1M.
Those who participated under
the influence of alcohol or illegal
drugs would be fined P2M and would
be jailed for up to 40 years.
The Senate Bill also states that
hazing resulting in death, rape,

sodomy or mutilation would entail
imprisonment up to 40 years with
a fine of P3M for individuals who
participated.
Both bills require schools to
conduct at the start of every semester 1)
an information dissemination campaign
among students on the consequences of
hazing and 2) an orientation program
relating to membership in fraternities/
sororities/organizations.
Bejar warned, “Don’t say that
you are not advised. The university is
doing its job by advising all of you. If
you decide not to follow the law, then
you’ll have to suffer the consequences
later on, but you have been properly
advised.”
He added, “The time of hazing
has come to an end. We have to face
that because all it takes is one parent to
complain.”tws

SU General Counsel briefs frat-sors on anti-hazing bills
Edna Lhou P. Masic ampo
News Writer

and faculty members may be held
criminally liable as accomplices, if it
is shown that they have consented to
conduct of hazing or had knowledge
thereof but failed to prevent or report
it to authorities.
On the other hand, the house
bill states that faculty members and
school officials will be treated as
principals.
“Principals [unlike accomplices]
mean that you are equally liable as
the one who actually committed it.
An accomplice is somebody who
encourages it or even attached to it,”
said Bejar.
Bejar clarified that initiation is
not prohibited but including hazing
as part of initiation is illegal.
“The law requires when you
[frat-sor]
undertake
initiation

